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From the Editors
This issue embodies a shift. Camas has long 
strived to “promote ecological and cultural 
diversity and resilience in the American West.” 
While resilience remains a core value, in this 
issue we hoped to acknowledge and explore the 
nuance of what can be broken. Great beauty, we 
believe, exists in the fragile.
Fragility, it seems, is a theme that resonates 
strongly with the feminine sides of ourselves. 
Although we intentionally chose to feature three 
female authors in this issue, we did not intend to 
create a magazine overwhelmingly dominated by 
female voices-but we did. The result, we think, 
is beautiful: a call for empathy, interconnectivity, 
and the courage to be both brazen and soft.
Within these pages, our three featured authors 
- Janisse Ray, Melissa Mylchreest, and Danielle 
Lattuga - illuminate how, through fragility, 
we sense the gravity of what is at stake. In A 
Bee Queen is the Statement I Make, Janisse Ray 
examines the parallel roots of “collapse” that 
plague both a beloved bee colony and a wounded 
society. Melissa Mylchreest’s To Hugo from the 
Banks of the Nisqually meditates on a river's 
lessons, asking us to live boldly and unabashedly 
despite - or perhaps because of - our brokenness. 
In The Snake and the Girl, Danielle Lattuga 
grapples with how to honor beauty, life, and loss 
in a world that sometimes has no regard for such 
things.
These three pieces, combined with the words and 
art of many other talented writers and artists, 
reveal that there is much to learn from the soft, 
fragile underbelly of resilience. We hope you 
enjoy.
Warmly,
Jane McGuire and Kitty Galloway
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o Bee Queen
is the Statement I Make
NONFICTION | JANISSE RAY
I desperately want to keep bees.When I was twenty-two and first a homesteader, I 
kept a couple of hives at the edge of woods near my cabin 
in north Florida. Bees were easy. I did nothing. Except 
in October I borrowed a hand-cranked honey extractor, 
suited up, pried open the hives, and slung out honey. 
Honey day was the apex of abundance, Mason jars of sweet 
golden essence of wildflower.
After a few years I moved away and didn’t keep bees 
for a long time. Over two decades passed before I was able 
to buy a farm. I unpacked my stained bee suit and veil and 
set about putting together a few hives.
As soon as I got a hive going, it died. I put together 
two hives. Neither made it through winter. Next spring, 
to my house and take a look.
With Jimmy’s help, three hives lasted through a dry 
spring and a stifling, humid summer. That winter the 
weather was strange. The temperature chart looked like 
rickrack, up and down, too hot and too cold. But the bees 
seemed to be thriving. I kept sugar water on them.
One day in late winter the running board of one hive 
was littered with dark curled bodies. They were dying, the 
live bees bringing their dead comrades to the door and 
throwing them out. By the next day the hive was empty.
Equipment for a hive can cost $500. If a hive dies, 
usually a beekeeper can re-use the hive itself and refill it 
with a starter package of bees, three pounds, which costs 
over a hundred dollars. Every time a colony died I lost at
These days, when I open up a beehive, I wear three layers, a bug jacket over 
a bee suit over my work clothes. I wear two veils. I don't like to get stung. 
I keep thinking the bees will get used to me and I'll be able to work with 
them in my shirt sleeves, like Jimmy.
I started over. I was determined to figure out what I was 
doing wrong. When I noticed hive beetles, I abandoned 
natural remedies and treated my hives with chemicals, first 
time ever.
I joined a bee club and asked a retired ag researcher, 
a master beekeeper, if I could be his apprentice. Although 
he voted for Trump, I loved Jimmy. I loved that he wore 
cowboy boots and that he planted daikons because bees 
went crazy for the flowers. If I got worried he’d drive over 
least a hundred dollars. But the loss was more than money.
February starts pollen season where I live in the 
South, with Carolina jessamine blooming first, vining 
yellow through canopies of trees. In early February I went 
in to check on the bees and they were doing great. The 
queen was laying eggs and the workers were working. The 
frames were full of honey and brood and pollen. Maybe I 
was getting this new reality.
Three days later not a bee could be found. Disappeared 
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without a trace. Gone.
I called Jimmy.
“Go ahead and divide them,” he said. “I have an extra 
queen.”
I was carrying a bee queen around in my purse. She was living in a wooden box the size of a pack of crackers, 
screened on one side. With her lived a fiery band of 
handmaidens whose job was to tunnel through a nubbin of 
white candy that blocked 
the queen’s exit.
The queen bee needed 
her own hive. But for 
days the weather had not 
cooperated. Squalls came 
and went and a granite slab 
of sky never cracked.
Finally I had to do 
something. I had to go in 
and split my last bee colony, 
rain or no rain. When 
a beekeeper requeens a 
hive, she opens its cover 
and tucks the queen-box 
between two frames. In this 
case I planned to steal three 
frames from the brood box 
to give to the queen in my 
purse and put these, with 
the boxed-up queen, in a 
hive of their own.
These days, when I 
open up a beehive, I wear 
three layers, a bug jacket 
over a bee suit over my 
work clothes. I wear two 
veils. I don’t like to get 
stung. I keep thinking the 
bees will get used to me 
and I’ll be able to work 
with them in shirt sleeves, 
like Jimmy.
As soon as I pried open 
the hive cover, three guards 
flew out and popped me, three hot needles in the back of 
my hand. I dropped the cover and turned tail, straight into 
a tall camellia where I stood until my pursuers give up. I’d 
like to plumb other languages for metaphors for pain. In 
our country we use fire. The stings burned like fire, spread 
like flames. The heat was going to melt my wedding ring.
I got thicker gloves and a smoker, stuffed quickly with 
newspaper since the pine needles on the ground were wet. 
I pried off a shallow super, lifting a few frames to admire 
golden honey. I didn’t want to accidentally take a frame 
Cholla Bones I Kimberly Dodge
with this hive’s current queen. I looked for her, frame by 
frame, watching for a fanning motion the speaker at the 
last bee meeting talked about. She was there somewhere, 
laying eggs, evidenced by the brood, patches of it among 
the pollen wells, the capped honey, the drawn comb.
I lifted three frames, bees and all, hoping that I’d left 
the old queen behind in her own colony, and stuck them in 
a new hive. I took the new queen from my purse and put 
her, still in her little box with the disappearing sugar, into 
her new home.
Collapse is a word I think about a lot. Bees are as 
good a metaphor for it as any. 
I’ve lost a couple thousand 
dollars to colony collapse, 
wanting to do my part to 
keep wildness populated 
with wild things, to preserve 
Earth’s diversity, to maintain 
pollinators.
If scientists could figure 
out what is causing the bee 
collapse, I might be able to 
succeed. Is it Roundup? Is 
it loss of bee habitat? Is it 
chem-trails? Is it pesticide 
cocktails? Is it mosquito 
spray? Is it dirty electricity? 
Is it wifi signals?
I live in a rural, remote, 
even wild, place with a 
growing season of nine 
months and an impressive 
array of flowering plants, and 
if I can’t keep bees alive, here, 
their future looks grim.
I will not depress you 
or myself by listing all the 
natural systems and orders 
that suffer from brokenness 
and collapse. They are 
multitude.
The weight of capitalism
on the bridge of the earth is heavy. The bridge is sagging 
and cracking, some parts of it already breaking. The 
bridge is life itself. It suffers. A good deal of our ecological 
heritage has been lost. Humans are suffering too - note 
the widespread destruction, death, and wounds left in the 
wake of this fall’s hurricanes alone - and that we are going 
to suffer more is apparent. We are not done tallying our 
losses.
In the past few years I have engaged in an extensive 
study of post-traumatic stress in order to help a close
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continues to be an important motto. For now, on my farm,friend. Anyone who experiences trauma is often left with
certain symptoms like heart palpitations, a hair-trigger I try to stay home, itself a great act of resistance. I build 
startle reflex, and panic attacks; and a good deal of quiet,
We are not done tallying our losses.
directed energy is required for healing. What I’ve learned 
is that the destruction of the earth is traumatic. Watching 
Earth’s systems buckle leaves a watchful and informed 
person with post-traumatic stress, and worse, present- 
traumatic stress.
This happens because we love Earth, every one of us. 
It is our home, our mother, our lover, our divine. When it 
is wounded, we are wounded.
My response to collapsing systems is to speak out, 
protest, march, and get arrested. My response also is to 
exist within the brokenness, to live a life as easy on the earth 
as possible, easier and easier on the earth, and to devote 
my days to strengthening collapsing systems. “Resilience” 
soil, I plant trees, I set out native plants for pollinators, I 
resist buying, I cook, I make medicines, I remove 
invasive exotics. I read. I vote against big business 
and for people. I work constantly at making myself 
and my farm and my community a refuge, able to
withstand, able to thrive, able to be happy no matter what, 
able to lend a hand.
A few years ago an emergency responder, deployed to 
a hurricane disaster, returned home and told me that in 
the emergency centers she had seen people paralyzed by 
shock and loss. These people could only sit and stare. That 
had bothered the responder. “There were meals to hand 
out, babies to hold, spills to clean up, wounds to bandage,” 
she said. “We have to help people learn how to respond 
even in traumatic events.”
So there you have it. Our job is to figure out how to 
respond with love and generosity and hope even as we face 
the biggest losses human beings can imagine.
San Fran | Jason Joyce
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A robin hopped beside the window this morning with a tangle around its neck. “Plastic,” I thought, “poor creature,” 
and I imagined catching it, saving it, cutting it free, letting it quiver from my open palms. Before I could move, she 
came closer, up near the window. She turned sideways and bent her beak to the concrete. Where plastic was supposed 
to be, I saw no suffocating bird, no ferocious tangle, but a wisp of dry grass, a springtime collection, to pad the bottom 
of the nest.
II.
The swallows must be looking for a nest. Two, though I can’t be sure it is the same two, fly in their choppy flaps, glides, 
and swoops to the east-facing eaves. The eaves are above me. Mostly the swallows fly. Continuously they fly. Sometimes 
they dart by, close by, with white-breast turned towards me, curling with tremendous energy—a luge on an icy curve. 
I hear their flutter approaching and have the impulse to duck, though I know they won’t hit me, only graze my cheek 
with their slicing wind. Sometimes they stop. They curl up to the graying trim on the outer face of the eave. They place 
their whole body sideways on it as if they were about to doze, or gauge the wood’s heat. Even their cheek, that fragile 
dimple of a rosy cheek, they press to the wood. They mate to it for a half-instant, then are off to flirt with the sky again. 
What does a second of stillness feel like to a swallow? Does it linger like a drink of water on a parched throat?
Heat melts into cheek
beat, beat, beat, the wild heart thumps
moments are hours long
I wonder how many times the swallows will return before they know this will be their home? Perhaps they know it on 
the first close press and every time after merely confirms it, much like I know just where I am on the deck over the lake 
in the padded swivel chair, but need to tell myself, over and over, that this is the only place that I am.
Quiet now, hear her:
tiny breaths whisk right by you
wing flaps know their tune
III.
For the first time in the last two days wind is tickling the trees. It arrives like a body moving over us, great scarf trailing 
in undulations. It comes from the south where a stack of clouds grows, masses, threatens. The once still lake has 
texture and shadow and element now—it has taken to heaving. Voices and steps crunching in the gravel are covered by 
wave laps and needle shudder. Kayaks with adults come in just as kids paddle out, eager to meet the swell. The nappers 
on the deck have sat up; the guitar strum on the rocks still makes it through. Faint music.
And now the wind wanes a little, but the wave talk increases, speaking in irregular splashes. The clouds pass overhead, 
pushing the body of wind in front like a broke-down car: if it gets going downhill it might roll out of control.
The trees have gone still. I suspect it will storm later. Perhaps we’ll hear the thunder at dusk, or the great body will 
cloud out the moon, and boom a toll in our late night sleep.
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Today on the banks of the Nisqually 
I find your ghost and your unexpected 
sympathies, lessons on how to be broken 
but not immune to grace. Rocks slick and live 
as fish, fish bright beneath the surface as stars, 
the fog a thing with patience born to it. 
Walking the edge with two old friends, rain 
in earnest, the mountain gone in cloud, 
I carry your western rivers:
Duwamish, Skagit, Skykomish, Snoqualmie, 
salmon and dogs, violence of progress, 
violence of restlessness. Frail dignity of barrooms 
and the forgiveness of strangers; we're all far 
from home, terribly flawed, all on our knees 
in the dirt, moon-faced to the clouds.
Penance of words, penance 
of body; as though these paths could lead 
anywhere near redemption. As though 
our minds make any better sense than this wind 
beating back upriver, battering its 
knuckles on stone. There is wisdom here 
beyond anything we'll conjure. The trees learned 
to live on blood. The ravens laugh. But Hugo, 
that hard kindness, that slim, unguilded hope - 
you must have known how close 
you'd come. This river sings names, holds bones, runs 
too fast to the place it ends, careless and 
wild with grief. Someday that barroom 
tilts too far, the shadows catch up, the patient fog 
is ready. Someday the current opens to us 
and we step in. What waits there, Hugo? Tell us it is nothing 
like they say - tell us when the river calls 
its prophets home, they still barrel blind upstream 
toward something ancient and unseen, 
that they go on burning like water.
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NONFICTION I DANIELLE LATTUGA
It was late August, tall grasses stiff and bent to gold light. Three of us, grown women, still girls, rode our bikes 
toward the creek for one last soak of sun. Forgetting the 
press of traffic, I stopped my bike suddenly and stooped to 
see the muscular whip of a thing stunned and silent, staring 
back at me. I’d nearly missed her in my hurry, coiled and 
injured on the asphalt.
I didn’t think to ask her if she was sunning herself or 
simply trying to get somewhere, just pushed my bike to the 
sidewalk and went back to her, awkwardly grabbing her 
middle. Her small, warm body wrapped around my fingers, 
holding onto me, holding onto her. When I crouched to set 
her down, I lifted her face to mine, noticed the fine lines on 
one side, red with blood. Unnamed creeks on a map. One 
jewel-black eye keen on mine. The universe cracked open 
around us.
Had I paused longer, would I have understood her gaze as 
a question, a request to stay, an expression of gratitude? I 
only understood it as trust, as I searched for a soft spot in 
the grass to place her, while my friends looked on, their 
bodies half-turned toward the creek.
And then a flood of judgements bubbled up in my mind.
Because I will stop everything for other animals who need 
help. And people don’t always understand it.
It’s Just a snake.
Because I don’t see my friends often and I didn’t want 
them to think they were less important.
Don’t spoil the fun.
Because I will not forget what women before me withstood 
and lately it feels like we are sliding back that way. Witches 
and familiars. A world more whole than understood.
They burned women like me at the stake.
So I left her there, her one good eye still steady on me, 
murmured a prayer, a wish, an apology— 
whatever name she would give it, 
whatever way she would understand it.
I didn’t know the word empath until a college professor gently suggested I was one.There were clues in my family, 
but those who might have guided me were simply too 
engrossed in their own battles. There was no magic toolbox 
to cope with what they’d been given.
They were sick with it.
I fumbled my way into it.
The beauty of all things living, the vast collective breath, 
it sometimes lifts me higher than I am comfortable and 
sometimes make me ache so profoundly that I want to 
flee my own bones. And I spent much of my young adult 
life beating myself up for being too sensitive. It was my 
weakness.
I pushed this part of myself deep down.
My feet pale against the prism of stones on the creek bottom, I could only think of the snake, ask myself 
if I’d done what I could. I ask this of myself a lot these 
days and the answer is rarely clear. So, with the cool night 
coming on, I stopped to find her on our way home, hoping 
she’d slithered off, but she was there, the heat of her drained 
away. I picked her up again, her body still supple, her eye 
still gleaming in the falling light. And I couldn’t tell if she 
was dead or alive.
I know the difference between dead and alive. At least most 
of the time. There was that one day, when I was young. 
Maybe nine. The neighbors caught two garter snakes, 
chopped off their heads and hung the bodies in the spirea 
bush. I was making my daily rounds for flowers and berries, 
happened upon them, startled at the motion of the headless 
bodies, suspended, still moving in a languid slither.
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The ones who did the killing nowhere to be found.
Cougar Print | Matt Witt 
Which wasn’t menacing at all.
No one but me to watch the slow leaving.
I couldn’t grasp that space between
this side of the veil
and the other,
but I suppose I’ve walked it ever since, 
wondering.
One thing I’ve learned is that it is clear 
when they go on.
Except for snakes.
Her body still slid softly across my palm, curved in my 
fingers. That eye seeing the distance through me, to the 
other side. So I tucked her in a box, wrapped in a pale blue 
flannel sheet, in my friends’ laundry room. Because they 
couldn’t tell if she was dead either and being normal people, 
the thought of a live snake free in their house made them 
nervous.
The blunt line of her nose
poked out from beneath the sheet, 
some idea of loving her 
in all her foreign menace.




I know that I am not alone.
I believe that each one of us can feel
what is easier to push away.
Fragility is hard to bear, especially our own.
The precarious nature of now
shows itself
in the playful and deadly pounce of a coyote at dawn.
In the headlight stare of a friend whose body
is betraying her into an early death.
In the brittle bone set of a stranger’s jaw 
at any given moment.
I cultivate hope more than despair, most of the time. And 
I’ve learned that my empathy is not a weakness or an illness, 
but more of a super power. Doesn’t mean I am a hero, it just
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Wild Horse Capture, Rifle, CO | Jeffrey Hersch
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means that when I try to dwell deeper in that space, instead of run from it, and when 
I try to understand others who appear so different from me, progress happens. 
It is in that kind of space that I found the snake.
Traffic all around and the world falling away.
A moment with the wordless.
A breath in the midst of rising voices
trying to be heard.
Yet it is hard to hear, no matter how much I try to listen and so I ask to feel the 
intention — to find the space where we hold each other carefully, the way we want 
to be held.
All the while, I have my eye on the veil.
It is closer than any of us know.
But we sense it.
There lies this collective ache,
this desire for peace and progress,
a certain desperation.
Regardless of belief, it is feeling.
What the tongue struggles to name.
It is in the air that rushes out when that same stranger holds the door for me. It is 
in the rattle of sandhill cranes flying overhead, each person on earth stopped with 
their eyes trained to the sky. It is in the creak of the chairs as a room full of people 
listens so hard to hear something true in a language they don’t understand, they 
nearly fall from their seats.
The wordless waits for us.
One of the most ubiquitous symbols across history and cultures is that of the serpent eating its tail. Ouroboros: the tail devourer. Egyptians associated it 
with cyclical time: repetition, renewal, eternity. Alchemists saw, in it, that one is all. 
For gnostics, it was about the divine and earthly natures of man existing in unison 
with each other; the harmony of contrary forces.
Is this why I couldn’t tell if the snake was dead or alive? For it neither ends nor 
begins. It is one and all. It is my divine nature cmy feral twin—touching back down 
to remind me of the delicate space we live in.
The only difference between a snake and a serpent, is mythology. In this age of 
unbelievability, we still need story and magic. Dead snakes have a way of appearing 
alive. A way of making us question our reality. And what we think we know. Science 
would tell me that snakes die and it might explain why they don’t always appear 
dead. But I am more interested in how to be at peace with what we do not know. 
How to sense the frangible, eggshell edges and move mercifully among them. How 
to pick up what scares me and gaze into her one good eye.
She spent the night in the box and then I carried her out into the pale white morning, 
rested her in a better place, wound in a spiral, facing the sun.
Without fragility, resilience cannot exist.
I stood up, stretched my stiff body and looked to the road.
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This piece first appeared in Gold Man Review under the title "My Sixth Sense1
NONFICTION | TERESA JANSSEN
I pulled in my breath, a whiff at a time. Sourness came from the skin, the hair, and the lips of the contractor 
installing our kitchen cabinets.
“I think he’s ill,” I told my husband.
“How can you tell?” he said.
It was his smell. Three weeks later, we read the man’s 
obituary.
I have a good nose, even for the raw and unpleasant. 
Some bad smells are my favorites because of the memories 
they bring. I remember the stink of the latrine behind the 
best hiding place at summer camp, my father’s beer-laced 
breathe as he hugged me, the fumes from the gas pump 
my sixteenth summer as I filled the tank of my mom’s ’69 
Bonneville, the acrid trace of manure from the ponies that 
lived in our barn, my Lab’s pungent farts in the last months 
of his life, and the sweat of men I have loved.
At night I sleep with my window open. I want to smell 
the rain on pavement and grass, the morning sun on dewy 
juniper, the lilacs below my room, and the scent of snow in 
the clouds. If the light is too bright, I wear eyeshades; the 
world too loud, I put in earplugs. I sleep on my back, my 
nose in the air.
I appreciate my sense of smell day and night because I 
fear I may someday lose it. Anosmia, the loss of the sense of 
smell, like a canary in a coal-mine, can be an indicator of a 
more serious disease.
I ’m a downwinder. I was born in Richland, in south- central Washington State, during the atomic era. The 
Hanford Nuclear Production Complex, six miles from 
Richland, was established in 1943 as part of the Manhattan 
Project. Hanford was the site of the B-Reactor, the world’s 
first full-scale plutonium production reactor, designed by 
Enrico Fermi and built by DuPont. By the time I was born 
in 1958, there were eight reactors in operation and five 
centers that processed plutonium for our nuclear bombs 
and warheads. Hanford was at its peak production between 
1956 and 1965, when my family lived there. During its first 
twenty-eight years of operation, significant amounts of 
radio-active materials, including Iodine-131, were released 
into the Columbia River, into the soil, and into the air. 
Radio-active particles drifted down river to the Pacific and 
downwind toward Richland and the eastern part of the 
state, into Oregon, Idaho and Montana. We who consumed 
the water, food, and milk produced in the area ingested 
these radio-nuclides.
Hanford Health Information Network in collaboration 
with the Washington State Department of Health finally 
publicized data in the 1980’s about the health effects 
of Hanford’s operations. The reports determined that 
residents who lived downwind from Hanford or who 
used the Columbia River downstream were exposed to 
elevated doses of radiation that placed them at increased 
risk for various cancers and other diseases. High doses of 
Iodine-131 have been positively linked to thyroid cancer.
The National Research Foundation and EPA have 
verified that women are much more susceptible to 
radiation-induced cancers because of radio-sensitive 
organs - the breast, ovaries, and thyroid. The 2006 National 
Research Council’s BEIR VII report found that women with 
an equal level of radiation exposure are 52 percent more 
likely than men to develop cancer, while an EPA report puts 
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the estimate of likelihood as high as 58 percent.
I started thinking about this when I was in my mid­twenties. I was living in Florida, teaching international 
students, and had become enamored with the smells of 
night-blooming jasmine, orange blossom, the bark of live 
oak, and the earthy decay of swamplands. That was the year 
I became dog-tired, developed a chronic sore throat, lost my 
sense of smell, and then my appetite. I was diagnosed with 
autoimmune thyroiditis. That meant my thyroid was no 
longer doing its job producing the hormones I needed for 
a healthy metabolism. 
Thyroiditis is




recommended I do 
whatever I could to 
reduce the stress in my 
life before going onto 
a thyroid supplement. 
My job as a young 
post-grad teaching all 
male university classes 
was stressful. And I 
had just gotten married 
- the wedding a happy 
event, but stress­
inducing. Driving 
home from work in 
my oven-hot ’76 Ford 
Maverick (without air 
con) was taxing my 
body. I quit my job 
and moved far away— 
out of the country. My 
symptoms went away. I 
could smell again. My 
appetite returned, and 
my energy, too. The 
specialist told me to be 
watchful: my thyroid 
might wreak havoc 
later in my life. I had 
bought some time.
Being vigilant, for me, means watching for one of the 
signs of my thyroid disease - the loss of smell. A 2014 
research study at the University of Chicago concluded 
that the onset of anosmia can be a precursor of declining 
health. It found that those subjects who were unable to 
detect odors were several times more likely to die within 
the next five years than those who could smell. Since the 
olfactory nerve, which dangles into our nostrils, is the only 
Scherzo no. 10: C Sharp Minor | Dean Liao
nerve exposed to open air, damage to its receptors can be 
a warning sign of exposure to toxins. Loss of the sense of 
smell is a possible predictor of morbidity because the tip 
of the olfactory nerve is continuously regenerated with 
stem cells. Declining smell can be an indicator of the body’s 
inability to repair itself.
I have come to cherish my sense of smell. Sometimes called our fifth sense, smell is one of those things we hardly 
appreciate, until it is gone. Anosmia can result from a virus 
or flu, exposure to medications or chemicals, cancer, a 
traumatic brain injury, 
or chronic disease, 
such as diabetes, 
multiple sclerosis, and 
Parkinson’s. Processed 
in the same part of the 
brain as memory, the 
sense of smell is closely 
tied to emotion and 
long-term recollection. 
Its loss can be a 
precursor of dementia 
or Alzheimer’s. Most 
nasal events cause 
only a temporary 
loss of smell, but for 
twenty percent of those 
affected, anosmia is 
permanent.
Its effects can be 
devastating. Much of 
our pleasure around 
food is due to aroma, 
since most flavors are 
experienced through 
a combination of odor 
and taste. Its loss can 
result in a disinterest 
in eating, weight loss, 
and melancholy. To no 
longer be able to smell 
fresh bread, a ripe 
strawberry, buttered 
popcorn, the salty sea 
air, the scent of one’s 
child or spouse, or discern the moods of others, can cause a 
feeling of isolation and detachment from the world.
Professor Barry C Smith, co-director and founder of 
the Centre for the Study of the Senses, says, “Studies have 
shown that people who lose their sense of smell end up 
more severely depressed and for longer periods of time 
than people who go blind. No place or person smells 
familiar anymore. Losing that emotional quality to your life 
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is incredibly hard to deal with.”
Our sense of smell is primal. We think we choose our 
partners based in looks, personality, or background. But 
studies have shown that pheromones, those subliminal 
air-born, chemical signals that exude from our skin and 
hair, the strongest of which come from our armpits, play 
a major role in sexual attraction. This is thought to be due 
to pheromone sensors, the pea-size vomeronasal organ in 
the tissue of the nasal septum, or a newly discovered pair 
of pheromone nerves that run from the nose directly to the 
brain.
Every human has a unique ‘odor print’, like a fingerprint, 
called MHC. Parents with widely differing MHC produce 
offspring with stronger immune systems. For the health of 
our future generations, we are attracted to those with a less 
familiar odor print’. When my children ask me for dating 
advice, I usually tell them to follow their instincts, but 
perhaps I should tell them to trust their noses.
Smell has been essential to the survival of humans. In 
utero, the infant smells and tastes the amniotic fluid that 
resembles the smell of his mother’s breast milk. A newborn 
placed on his mother’s tummy will wiggle towards the 
breast for nursing, and by the end of the first week, can 
distinguish his mother’s milk from that of another woman. 
When a mom and baby snuggle, bathing in each others’ 
needs were provided for, from $5 taxis anywhere, to light 
bulbs. Every other evening for half the year, a truck would 
lumber through their neighborhood spraying DDT to kill 
the mosquitoes. My mother would call my siblings in from 
play, wait for the sprayer to pass, and then take them back 
out into the strangely sweet evening air.
I imagine, after my parents’ chaotic childhoods during 
the Great Depression and World War II, the exceptional 
order of the place was reassuring. They moved there to save 
money for a down payment to buy their first home. The job 
in Richland paid more than my father could earn west of 
the Cascades where he and my mom had grown up. They 
had no idea that taking the new job would expose their 
children to a barrage of toxic chemicals. They knew little 
about DDT. They had probably never heard of Iodine-131.
A 2002 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
report summarized 1-131 exposure research findings for 
health practitioners. It confirmed that during pregnancy, 
the mother’s thyroid has an increased rate of 1-131 uptake. 
Since 1-131 crosses into the placenta, the fetal thyroid takes 
up and stores iodine in increasing amounts. During the first 
postpartum week, the infant’s thyroid activity increases up 
to fourfold before stabilizing. Because children’s thyroids 
are so small, they are at a higher risk from radioiodine. 
About one-quarter of the iodine taken in by the mother is
In those early weeks after the birth of my first child...pungent from spending 
half the day in my bathrobe infused with spilled milk, spit-up and the pong 
of post birth, I was relieved to know that my baby daughter preferred my 
aroma to that of anyone else. No matter the intensity of my body odor, she 
thought I smelled like a rose.
scents, oxytocin, the ‘feel good’ hormone, is released by 
both, key to mother-baby bonding.
In those early weeks after the birth of my first child, 
exhausted from nights of sporadic sleep, insecure about 
my ability to care for this helpless hairless human, afraid to 
leave her alone, even to shower, and pungent from spending 
half the day in my bathrobe infused with spilled milk, spit- 
up and the pong of post birth, I was relieved to know that 
my baby daughter preferred my aroma to that of anyone 
else. No matter the intensity of my body odor, she thought 
I smelled like a rose.
Richland, nicknamed ‘Atomic City’, was planned by the Army Corps of Engineers and built and operated 
by the government for workers at the nuclear complex 
and related service industries. My father took a job there 
setting up new drugstores. My family found housing in a 
government-owned duplex for a token rent. Many of their 
secreted in breast milk, which adds an additional risk factor 
for a breast-fed infant.
The BEIR VII report discussed increased risks if a 
woman is exposed to significant doses of nuclear-related 
radiation in early pregnancy, when organs are being 
formed. Fetal malformations can occur when a woman 
receives a radiation dose between the 10th and 40th day 
of pregnancy high enough to cause mutations, but not 
high enough to abort the fetus. It expressed concern that 
the effects of radiation on fetal formation are a particularly 
serious health issue for female infants whose ova are formed 
while they are still in utero. Mutational effects of radiation 
can cause multigenerational health issues and may increase 
a daughters risks for infertility, reproductive problems, and 
ovarian cancer.
In a 2015 report, Dr. Barbara Cohn, researcher at the 
Public Health Institute of Berkeley, CA, concluded that 
women who had a high exposure to DDT while in their 
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mother’s womb had almost 4 times the risk of developing 
breast cancer by age 52.
I was conceived, born, and breastfed for six-months 
in Richland. My in-utero exposure to both 1-131 and DDT 
makes me more than a little bit wary about my health. I eat 
seaweed and kelp, and have my thyroid checked regularly.
In my twenties, 
I wondered whether 
I would ever be able 
to have children. I 
wondered whether 
my uterus had been 
somehow mutated in the 
womb by radiation exposure. I worried that when pregnant, 
my thyroid would again go on strike, predisposing me to 
miscarriage. That’s why the birth of my first healthy child 
was so incredible, and why the miscarriage of my second 
was so devastating. Women who lose a baby often fear they 
will never again be able to support a full-term pregnancy. I 
was fortunate. Following my miscarriage, I shot the moon, 
and in the next six years bore three healthy children.
When I was still too young to remember, my parents 
moved away from Richland and bought a house near Puget 
Sound where my father found work in another drug store. A
I think of cancer and earthquakes the same way. 
Sometimes they give us warnings, but usually they arrive 
with no notice at all.
Alley Sun | Angie Hedman
few years later, on April 29, we were hit by a 6.5 magnitude 
earthquake. That morning, I sat next to the kitchen window 
in my pink flannel nightgown and watched the road outside 
my house shake and roll, until during a final shudder, 
part of my neighbor’s driveway sank into the ground. 
The earthquake caused chimneys, roads and sidewalks to 
collapse, and cracked the dome of the state capitol.
I still live in earthquake country, just miles from where 
the San Juan Plate is being subducted beneath the North 
American Plate. We who live in this place of high seismic 
risk know that a great megathrust earthquake, ‘the really 
big one’, is overdue. We are reminded every few years with 
tremors, the last significant one, sixteen years ago, when 
a 6.8 magnitude quake caused over $2 billion in damage 
to the region. That day I was writing at my desk. First I 
thought a huge truck was passing close-by, vibrating the 
windows and knickknacks on the shelves, until I reminded 
myself that I live down a long dirt driveway far from any 
roads with trucks. As the shaking got worse and the rock of 
furniture and clatter of dishes intensified, I feared this was 
IT - the big one. And then it stopped. That time, brick fascia 
and cornices fell from city buildings, a buttress splintered 
beneath the capitol building, and new fissures appeared on 
its dome.
I think of cancer and earthquakes the same way. 
Sometimes they give us warnings, but usually they arrive 
with no notice at all. They can strike at any time. They can 
be scary. They can cause cracks in our foundations. They 
can force us to make big changes in our lives and figure 
out what is most important. They can be fatal. I won’t be 
surprised if one of them hits during my life. I am aware of 
my risks.
I panicked a few weeks ago when I had a mean virus. 
For days, I couldn’t smell a thing. I feared my sense of 
smell might never return, and my health would go with 
it. I thought my fate as a downwinder had finally caught 
up with me. Then, one evening, I smelled the cod in the 
microwave. I never thought I would rejoice at the odor of 
day-old reheated fish.
Our sense of smell is most acute between the ages of 
thirty and sixty. After sixty-five, the average person may 
lose twenty-five percent of the ability to identify odors. 
With practice, however, as any perfumer, sommelier, or 
coffee aficionado can tell you, we can enhance our sense of 
smell. By consciously linking smell and experience, we can 
increase our olfactory intelligence and enhance our scent 
memories.
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My babies smelled of new skin and breast milk, like sugar in chamomile tea. When they were school-age and finally in bed, I would stand at the washer and bury my nose in grass-stained trousers, chocolate-tainted shirts, and sheets 
that smelled of sleep - exhausted, yet already nostalgic for their fleeting childhoods.
When they were teenagers, I sniffed their hair to know where they’d been.
“Stop smoking,” I told my son.”
“How did you know?” he said.
I twitched my nose, but he didn’t notice. “I have my ways.”
My husband smells mildly soapy, like the William’s shaving cake he lathers in a mug and spreads across his cheeks 
with a soft brush. When he puts pizza in the oven, then leaves the house to chop wood, I can smell the crust burning, 
even if I’m upstairs, and run to save it. Then I call him in, and he thanks me, and as we crunch the darkened ends, the 
piquant aroma of yeast, garlic, and basil mixes with the tang of sap and fresh cedar and the musk of autumn leaves. I can 
hardly swallow for joy.
Reflection of the Sky Dome | Mya Kerner
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SARAH COZORT
Love, do you recall the quiet before the cul-de-sac? 
Through the first chill of fall, in my little red sweater, 
I drove to your hideout. Later, the supper dishes 
dried & put away, you turned from me to stare 
into the quickening blackness of a picture window, 
& said: “Never begin a poem with a question.” 
I sipped my tea & laughed; I never guessed 
that through that glass, where I saw only wild, you viewed 
encroaching menace: a distant glint of the fully formed. 
That winter I became your “dear,” alert & faun-like, 
ears at attention, whose hide you used for warmth 
until the next fall, when the men in electric yellow 
came & paved a cul-de-sac, just around the knotted bend 
behind your lot, in preparation for construction. 
By night, they worked to carve it out, as the maker 
of crop circles works to matte the wheat.
Some nights, we’d drive & fight & find ourselves 
stopped in that roundabout, where, leaving the car to walk, 
we’d begin to circle back on one another.
It was as if the men in yellow had made a proper ring 
for us to spark and snarl. That’s when the early snow began— 
light as a child’s dream of Christmas.
Perhaps, there was a child witness, parting the snowfall 
with her sharp eye, who came upon this: two adults— 
hunched & turning entropic, as if our fibers knew 
each of our possible combinations, which, in that circle, 
cast their own golden heat. One holds the other’s eye, 
which glows & burns & wards against the cold.
Perhaps, this child, in search of blood berries, 
knowing they are poison & finding them, nonetheless, 
beautiful—has dreamed of kisses unlike kisses 
a mother gives—but clueless as to the form
this other kind of kiss might take, mistakes 
our movement as a moment before just such a kiss.
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FICTION I HAYLI MCCLAIN
Aarush Acharya loved to tag monarch butterflies outside his new Arizona home, although he couldn’t find any 
explanation as to why when anybody asked him. He didn’t 
think there needed to be a reason. Wasn’t it enough to 
simply enjoy something?
“But you’ve taken it up so quickly,” his mother said. 
“Why? What put it into your head?”
“Leave the boy alone!” Aarush’s father dropped a 
supportive hand onto his shoulder, cutting off the words I 
don’t know before he could begin to say them. “I hoped he 
would find something American in him, and he has.”
There hadn’t been monarchs in India. Butterflies that 
resembled them, perhaps, but never anything quite the 
same. Aarush had known as soon as he saw the caterpillars 
feeding on the milkweed that he’d come upon something 
worth opening his heart. He’d made his first trip into town 
because of the monarchs, circling the unfamiliar sidewalks 
until he finally found the library, where an elderly woman 
at the front desk suggested he look into the Monarch 
Watch. Aarush made an email address just to receive the 
newsletters, and he threw himself into the mission of 
monarch conservation as vivaciously as if they were his 
own flesh and blood.
Aarush’s father found the new hobby fascinating, 
and he attributed it to the air in Arizona, the intrinsic 
Americanness of the plains surrounding their new home. 
He approved strongly of his son’s acclimation. Aarush’s 
mother felt differently.
“I wish you wouldn’t.” She’d say it shaking her head, a 
crease in her brow, whenever Aarush passed by her with 
his butterfly net. “I wish you would just leave the poor 
creatures alone.”
“Tagging them means they can be tracked and 
protected,” Aarush explained. “It helps them.”
“Helps them,” his mother repeated. “Ha. I would rather 
be hindered by freedom than helped by a tag, but you follow 
your heart, Aarush. That’s what we came here for.”
The only one who understood the tagging of the 
monarchs was his grandfather, Nissar Acharya, who woke 
every morning with a pile of lost memories lying beside 
him: tissue-fine, translucent leaves, like the coins from a 
silver dollar plant.
It had become Aarush’s job to clean them away, as 
his father couldn’t stand to acknowledge the chinks in his 
American dream, and his mother clutched her hand to her 
heart when she so much as thought of Nissar’s unspooling 
mind. So before going out to hunt for monarchs, Aarush 
would go to his grandfather’s room and make sure he made 
it out to have breakfast.
“Good morning, Dada,” Aarush said every day with 
cheer. “How are you?”
“Have you caught any butterflies today?” his 
grandfather asked.
“No, Dada, it’s too early”
His grandfather grunted—a sound of disappointment 
mingled with distraction—and then he wandered out of 
his room in search of the fresh dosa and lassi he’d been 
promised, following the wafting sweet and savory smells of 
spices and fruit.
Aarush would remake his grandfather’s bed, tucking 
the corners tight, and he would clean away the memories 
fallen loose from his grandfather’s mind during the night. 
He always thought, as he gathered the delicate husks of 
Indian sunsets over the Arabian sea and stolen kisses 
from days of youth, that they were rather like the wings 
of the butterflies he tagged. He never wanted to grip his 
grandfather’s memories too firmly, for fear that he might 
crush them—but his parents confided in grim tones that 
it wouldn’t matter. They could never find a way to return 
Nissar’s childhood afternoons or dead ancestors’ names; 
they were as good as crumbled the minute they reached the 
pillow. All those things that had once made up Nissar were 
now undoing him by loss.
“It’s because we took him from his home,” Aarush’s 
mother said out of nowhere one day. “We displaced him.”
She must have thought neither Aarush nor Nissar 
could hear her from the other room, but Aarush, at least, 
could. There was no telling with Nissar, who only went on 
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staring across the room at nothing.
“Perhaps,” Aarush’s father had conceded after a long, 
long pause. “But I look at all the move has given Aarush, 
and—I think that it must be fair. I would trade my father’s 
past for my son’s future. All right.”
Aarush hated to hear these conversations. He took 
them as his cue to catch butterflies. At his parents’ words, 
he would wash his hands (to avoid contaminating the 
butterflies), grab the neon purple plastic net he’d bought 
at Dollar General, and begin his patience-demanding hunt 
through leafy milkweeds and violet, cigar-headed giant 
hyssops and all the vibrant zinnias and Mexican sunflowers.
Out in their garden, with the song of a new nature 
playing on the wind, Aarush 
could block out the voices 
from the kitchen and pretend 
he wasn’t in any country at all, 
but a place out of nationality, 
out of identity, out of loss, 
where he could do what he 
loved for the sheer sake of 
loving it, and where nothing 
could ever be lost.
His grandfather came 
out with him into the garden, 
always, and it seemed as if he 
were searching for the same 
land as Aarush.
He trailed far enough 
behind Aarush that he 
never disturbed his hunt 
for monarchs. Whether this 
was courtesy or coincidence, 
however, Aarush couldn’t 
be sure, because while he 
wanted so badly to have faith 
in his grandfather, he found it 
increasingly harder to ignore 
the way his grandfather’s 
wrinkled brown expression 
grew more distant with every 
handful of personal history 
lost to him.
After a couple hours’ 
circling, Aarush found a 
monarch licking nectar from 
a bottlebrush. He sneaked 
up behind it, like a tiger in 
the grass, and caught it in 
the net with swift delicacy. 
His job, then, was to take the 
sheet of small round stickers 
sent to him at request by the 
Monarch Watch and attach 
one to the discal cell of the butterfly’s left wing. He’d learned 
the location of the discal cell from a helpful diagram that 
came in the mail with his tags and a letter of appreciative 
welcome.
Aarush always hummed Hindi songs to the butterflies 
while he tagged them, imagining it might somehow calm 
the creatures during their procedure. Sometimes the songs 
were old lullabies from his childhood. Sometimes they 
were silly songs from movies he missed watching with his 
friends. Usually he couldn’t remember most of the words.
His grandfather watched him, saying nothing until 
after Aarush had finished jotting the monarch’s information 
onto his clipboard: the tag number, the condition of its 
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wings, and the sex, which Aarush had learned to determine 
by the absence or presence of two black dots.
Aarush released the butterfly, calling out, “Go! Good 
luck on your travels, little monarch!”
“Aarush, Aarush.” Nissar reached out from behind to 
grab his grandsons arm. “Why do you do this?”
The question came every day, sure as the zenith of the 
sun, and Aarush always answered, “I do it because it brings 
me joy, Dada.”
Then his grandfather would say, “That’s it,” as if he 
had been purposefully testing that Aarush never forgot his 
purpose.
The routine of this exchange became so regular, so 
dependable in Aarush’s life, it frightened him the day his 
grandfather suddenly added, “If only you could tag my 
thoughts, Aarush. Then 
we would know where 
they all went.”
With guilt and 
anguish, Aarush
couldn’t help but think 
he did know where they 
went: into the compost 
behind the garden, 
where the ground slowly 
alchemized Nissar’s 
India into America, 
sparing nothing.
Aarush tried to get 
his grandfather to tag 
the next butterfly. He 
thought that, perhaps, 
if he couldn’t return 
Nissar’s old memories, 
he could at least replace 
them with new ones and 
balance it out. This was 
Aarush’s only failing: 
his ability to come up 
with so many maybes that he couldn’t ever bring himself to 
face the definites.
Nissar took the body of the monarch between his knot- 
knuckled fingers. The creature struggled slightly, as they 
always did, and Nissar Acharya watched it without a trace 
of expression on his face.
“Gentle, Dada,” Aarush said, although his grandfather 
couldn’t have been more so if he were made of feathers. 
“Hold it. There you go.”
Then Aarush pressed a tag sticker onto the tip of his 
grandfather’s pointer finger.
“Put it on the discal cell,” Aarush told him, pointing to 
it. “There.”
His grandfather didn’t move. Aarush guided his listless 
hand toward the butterfly, but before he could help him 
Leaf I Katie Biando
attach the tag, his grandfather tensed, stopping them both. 
“These butterflies are Brahman, Aarush,” his 
grandfather murmured softly. It was as if he were seeing 
the process for the first time—as if the dream of it were 
fading before his eyes. He glanced sadly from the butterfly 
to his grandson and said, “They’re holy. We mustn’t impede 
them.”
“It doesn’t bother them, I promise,” Aarush said. “They 
can fly as well as ever after they’re tagged—but this way we 
can protect them, too.”
“Eh?”
“Every year,” Aarush explained, “there are less 
monarchs. These tags help the Watch maintain their 
numbers, Dada, so they can bring the species back.”
Nissar furrowed his brow, but even after two long 
minutes had passed, his 
deep thought seemed to 
come to nothing. He tilted 
his head, and Aarush 
heard the dry rattle of 
more memories breaking 
loose. One of them 
fluttered out of Nissar’s left 
ear, drifting in irregular 
circles to the ground by his 
bare feet. Who knew what 
it might be—Aarush’s own 
birth, perhaps, or all the 
memories of holding his 
son, or whatever line of 
distinction separated the 
two childhoods in Nissar’s 
mind, leaving only one 
nameless Indian boy who 
spanned an unknown time 
and walked unhindered 
between countries.
Tenderly, Aarush took 
the monarch butterfly out
of his grandfather’s hand and tagged it himself. He released 
it with his usual well wishes, even if they sounded slightly 
more sober than usual, and then watched as the butterfly 
went directly to Nissar instead of flying away.
It hovered in front of Nissar’s face until Nissar eventually 
raised his gaze again. He and the monarch stared at one 
another, unmoving except for the beating of the butterfly’s 
wings, one of which had been dotted by Aarush’s tag. Then 
the butterfly landed on Nissar’s nose and stayed there.
“Oh, my” Aarush held his hands out. “Stay that way, 
Dada. Don’t move.”
Aarush backed away slowly for the first few steps. Then 
he turned and ran inside, heading straight for the closet 
where all the unpacked boxes of things no one knew what 
to do with had been hidden. Somewhere in there lay an 
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old digital camera, the silver sides scuffed, full of family 
pictures in front of the Ganges, amid bursts of color at 
Holi, eating together at long tables laden with handed- 
down recipes—but these pictures spanned years, starting 
even before Aarush was born. One of them showed a two- 
year-old Aarush sitting on the knee of a much younger and 
keener-eyed Nissar.
The Acharya family was frugal with their photography; 
they had lived almost half a year in their new home, in their 
new country, and yet the camera contained not one trace of 
Aarush and his butterflies, or Mrs. Acharya standing before 
and would say them all along, and he would do that only to 
make his wife laugh, for those were the days when Aarush’s 
grandmother was not only still alive upon the earth, but 
still alive in her husband’s mind, too.
“Chanda! Chanda!” Nissar sang. “Titali ke par kyon 
itne rangeen hote hain?”
He never stumbled, hesitated, or forgot a single word. 
The butterflies listened, rapt; their wings quivered gently 
at the resonance of his voice, singing for a land he’d been 
taken from, but which had clearly not been taken entirely 
from him.
He tilted his head, and Aarush heard the dry rattle of more memories 
breaking loose. One of them fluttered out of Nissar's left ear, drifting in 
irregular circles to the ground by his bare feet.
an unfamiliar oven, or Nissar’s fading presence in rooms he 
could never quite learn the layout of. It never seemed the 
right moment for a picture. Not when Nissar couldn’t be 
swayed to look into the camera and smile anymore.
But of course, ever-hopeful, Aarush had decided to try.
He searched the kitchen over until he found the AA 
batteries next to three random rubber bands in an otherwise 
empty drawer, and he reloaded the camera as he rushed 
back to the sliding glass doors.
Aarush froze on his first step out onto the deck. He 
froze because his bare foot had landed, by sheer miracle, 
in the only open space available. Beyond the edge of it, 
everything as far as Aarush could see had gone black and 
orange. A sea of a million monarch butterflies or more had 
alighted upon the deck and every inch of the garden and all 
the scrub-littered plains as to the very horizon. He couldn’t 
make out a single blade of grass or a particle of dirt between 
them, they were so tightly quartered, and they all lay as still 
as if they were paper cutouts.
They were all facing the same way: toward Nissar 
Acharya sitting cross-legged in the very center of the 
garden.
He had butterflies packed to his knees and legs. One 
monarch had settled so closely to him, with such infinite 
trust, that its right wing rested between his first and second 
toes. But only four had actually settled upon Nissar himself: 
one on each shoulder, another on the top of his head, and a 
final one nestled in the basket of his hands in his lap.
Nissar Acharya was singing.
It was a song from a movie Aarush remembered 
vaguely from his childhood. Sapnay? He remembered 
that his grandmother used to put it on for him while she 
started dinner, to distract him from wandering in her way 
or spoiling his meal by sneaking fruit from the basket. 
His grandfather would sit and watch the movie with him, 
every time, and he had once known all the lines by heart
Aarush wondered for a fleeting moment if he ought 
to start tagging the butterflies. He stopped himself only 
because he realized there were more of them than he could 
ever hope to catch. No, that was a lie—he stopped himself 
not only because of their sheer number, but because of their 
inexpressible beauty, their unearthly and delicate divinity. 
Aarush had never seen a swarm before, and he had never 
dreamed of one so sweeping in scale.
Aarush finally raised the camera to take a picture. 
But the very second he did, Nissar finished his song, and 
all the thousands of monarch butterflies set off flying at 
once, filling the air with a sound like Nissar’s lost memories 
tumbling free from Aarush’s fingers every morning. The 
taste of his late wife’s chutney recipe, old praise from long- 
dead schoolmasters, secrets of lost friends never revealed 
even after it wouldn’t have mattered... all of these things, 
fluttering away from Nissar into nothing.
The sound of this was the sound of the monarch 
butterflies all ascending simultaneously into the sky over 
Aarush and his grandfather.
Aarush fumbled with the camera in his hands, raised it 
to take a picture as quickly as he could. It came out blurred 
and meaningless, nothing but smudges of orange and black 
across the screen, unbroken except for an indistinguishable 
crescent of blue sky in the middle.
The monarchs vanished. They left no trace behind, and 
there was no telling where they’d gone or if they’d ever be 
back. Aarush stood stunned, heartbroken beyond measure, 
his eyes welling with tears, and he had to put his head down 
to look away from the gaping sky.
Nissar Acharya began to laugh from his place in the 
grass.
“Goodbye,” he cried, staring upward. “Blessings be 
upon your travels, little butterflies, wherever you may go!”
But of course, by then, he was speaking to an empty 
sky.
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SARA SAGE
it’s the night before a full moon 
rain dripping past the roof tiles 
second day of fall, fifth of Latuda 
and my heart is an hour or so away.
find me somewhere in-between us 
since you know I can’t drive far; 
a halfway point between breathing heavy 
and where my mind goes in the mirror.
old belief is the ringing of the ears signals
a spirit trying to contact you - I hear it all the time 
is this you? calling me from an abyss 
or when my upper lip twitches,
a pulsation above my left mountain peak, 
are you there? I swear I can feel you 
radiating from my heart, 
spreading tendrils from my fingertips.
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NONFICTION | JEANINE PFEIFFER
Map of Clear Lake, 1908, showing resident tribal communities'
Littoral zone: the shallowest part of a lake encompassing 
the shoreline and associated vegetation; the area most 
vulnerable to erosion and degradation.
At the northernmost tip of California’s largest freshwater lake stands a small hillock that used to be an island.
The island, known in Before-time as Bo-no-po-ti, was 
encircled by massive clusters of blue-green tule reeds, their 
feet submerged in clear waters, their heads tipped with 
starbursts of copper flowers. Towering over most humans, 
the tule marshlands embraced all manners of aquatic life: 
dense clusters of endemic fish, waterfowl, tule elk, tule 
perch, and the world’s largest garter snake.
In Before-time, the lake was called Ka-ba-tin and 
its overlooking, cone-shaped volcanic mountain named 
Kno-htai for its resemblance of a woman (htai) wearing 
a woven hat (Ano). When the waters of Kabatin encircled 
Bonopoti, locals caught steelhead trout and Pacific lamprey 
year-round, and each spring partook of fish spawnings 
by the millions, orgies of glistening splittail and hitch 
overcrowding streams feeding the lake. The island’s people, 
the Ba-don-na-poti, ate tule tubers and wove tule into 
everything that one could possibly craft with water reeds: 
dolls and duck decoys, baskets and boats, huts and hats, 
mats and medicines.
The Badonnapoti lived in close proximity to dozens of 
other tribal bands whose aboriginal rights for the lake and 
lakeside territories stretched back over twelve thousand 
years, bands later grouped under the misnomer “Porno2”: 
the Shigom and Xabahnapoh on the eastern shores, the 
Qulahlapoh on the western shores; the Danoxa, Kaiyo- 
Matuku, Xowalek, and Yobotui to the north, the Kulanapo 
to the south, the Elem and Kamdot to the southeast; and 
the Koi in the western marshes, along with the Howalek, 
Boalke, Komli, and many others.
My mouth does not know how to pronounce these 
names, and my fingers only recently learned how to type 
them. This is a purely scientific form of ignorance.
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Ecologists are taught the Latinate names of everything 
we can see: flowering and non-flowering plants, fungi, 
insects, amphibians, reptiles, fish, crustaceans, birds, 
mammals, and microbes. We memorize the names of soil 
types, geological formations, biological assemblages, and 
climatological regimes. But we do not learn, and cannot 
recount, anything about the peoples who knew these 
creatures and phenomena far more intimately, and for 
many more centuries, than our discipline has been around.
Ignorance begets disassociation begets loss. According 
to ethnographers, the languages of the inhabitants of 
Kabatin’s lands are extinct. Their descendants contest this, 
asserting that once-spoken tongues are sleeping, waiting to 
be woken. I know of one tribe’s efforts to bring back their 
language after all the Native speakers walked on: five years 
and two PhD scholars later, they are still assembling a basic 
dictionary. For this lake, and these waters, we can only peel 
back the layers of loss, one syllable at a time.
In the After-time of the 19th century, the Badonnapoti had the horrible luck of being the scapegoat tribe for celebrated 
young pioneers Andrew Kelsey and Charles Stone. Driven 
decided they “might as well die one way as another,” and 
planned an attack on Kelsey and Stone. Stories vary as to 
whether the final straw was Kulanapo Chief Augustine’s 
wife being taken forcibly as a concubine, or the recent 
murder of a clansman, or the plan to drive elders and 
children to Sacramento, or the deaths of kinsmen in the 
gold fields, or the fear of retribution from a foiled cattle 
rustling attempt; whether preparations the night before 
involved Chief Augustine’s wife pouring water onto the 
pioneer’s gun powder, or braves stealthily hiding their guns, 
or house slaves removing all the weaponry; whether Kelsey 
was dispatched with a spear, an arrow, or an arrow and a 
stone; or if Stone was brained with a rock or killed with a 
knife.
The sole indisputable fact is the killing and burying of 
the two abusers, after which the responsible braves, feeling 
“they had their liberty once more and were free men,” quit 
the premises to join relatives around the lake.
Word of the killings spread from one pioneering 
settlement to another, and over the next two months groups 
of armed settlers brutalized, shot, or burnt every Native not 
otherwise claimed as a slave in nearby Napa and Sonoma
According to ethnographers, the languages of the inhabitants of Kabatin’s 
lands are extinct. Their descendants contest this, asserting that once-spoken 
tongues are sleeping, waiting to be woken.
out of Midwestern towns angered by their illegal land­
grabbing schemes, Kelsey and Stone ultimately settled by 
Kabatin lake on land purchased from Captain Salvador 
Vallejo, a military commander credited with founding 
Napa and Lake counties and leading field operations under 
the Mexican flag “against dissident Indian tribes,” setting 
the stage for later displacement of Natives onto inadequate 
land parcels known as rancherias. The pioneers took full 
advantage of local resources: hundreds of tribespeople built 
Kelsey and Stone’s adobe house and corral, countless tribal 
women pounded flour for them, and poorly compensated 
tribal men looked after their cattle herds.
While in their twenties, Kelsey and Stone distinguished 
themselves with cruelty: starving and enslaving local tribes, 
selling them off like livestock or forcing them to work on 
their ranch, hauling tribal men to gold mines and feeding 
their rations to other miners, punishing tribal members 
who dared to hunt by hanging them by their hands from 
trees or shooting at them to impress guests, beating those 
who asked about what happened to missing kinsmen, and 
whipping parents who failed to deliver their daughters to be 
sexually abused.
In the fall of 1849 - and historical accounts differ 
about what, precisely, defined the tipping point for the 
beleaguered lakeside tribes - braves of the Hoolanapo clan 
valleys. Shortly thereafter, U.S. Army Lieutenant J.W. 
Davidson and Second Lieutenant George Stoneman, under 
the orders of Pacific Division General Persifor F. Smith, led 
a dragoon company to “cut the Indians to pieces” for the 
murders.
The regiments found the sixty-eight square mile lake 
to be deserted, except for one community well out of rifle 
range. Reinforcements were ordered: Captain Nathaniel 
Lyon, the regional U.S. Cavalry regiment commander 
in Monterey, secured whale boats and cannons from San 
Francisco and mountain howitzers from Benicia, over one 
hundred miles away. Five days after departing Benicia, 
Captain Lyon’s expedition joined Davidson and Stonemans’ 
company detached to the western shore of the lake, forcing 
two Natives to guide them. As the dragoon proceeded, 
firing cannon into the brush and shooting tribes on sight, 
remaining clanspeople fled across the shallow spring waters 
to the northern lake corner, seeking refuge on Bonopoti 
Island.
On May 15, 1850, before the regiment soldiers from 
the First Dragoon and local settlers attacked the island, 
Badonnopoti chief Ge-Wi-Lih approached the militiamen 
with his hands held up, to indicate peace. The soldiers 
responded by shooting. “The Indians, who, perceiving us 
once upon their island, took flight directly, plunging into 
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She hid underwater, 
breathing through a 
tule reed straw until 
it grew dark.
the water, among the heavy growth of tula,” recounted 
Captain Lyon. Unleashing the full force of their artillery, 
the regiment took no prisoners: clubbing, stabbing and 
gunning people down as they tried to swim away, pursuing 
villagers into the tule marsh. They killed babies by smashing 
their heads against tree trunks, and murdered children, and 
mothers holding infants, by slamming bayonets through 
their bodies and tossing them into the water. The rancheria 
and all food stores were burnt.
“The tula was thus thoroughly searched, with severe 
protracted efforts, and with most gratifying results,” 
reported Lyon, claiming responsibility for sixty to one 
hundred kills.
The soldiers soldiered on: wiping out an entire village 
was insufficient retribution. After the 
Bonopoti Island massacre, the militia 
murdered their guides (one shot, one 
hung) and proceeded to the Yohaiyak 
community, at least seventy-five souls, 
living over twenty miles away. Upon 
seeing the regiment, the Yohaiyak fled to 
a densely thicketed island in the middle 
of the Russian River, where it was impossible to mount an 
effective defense.
“The island soon became a perfect slaughter pen,” 
according to Lyon.
It took the remaining tribes five days to gather the dead.
One six-year-old girl survived the Bonopoti massacre.Her name was Ni’ka. She hid underwater, breathing 
through a tule reed straw until it grew dark.
When she emerged, the water was filled with blood, her 
people gone.
Euphotic zone: a lake’s well-lit surface waters containing the 
highest amount of dissolved oxygen and largest colonies 
of photosynthetic microorganisms (phytoplankton, algae, 
cyanobacteria) and zooplankton.
Bonopoti is now referred to as Bloody Island. Ni’ka became Lucy. Knohtai was respelled as Konocti, the 
name of a major concert destination and hundred-acre 
resort that fell apart in the 1990s and was succeeded by a 
Pomo casino. Kabatin, possibly the oldest lake in North 
America, was renamed as Clear Lake; Lake County, now 
the most heavily burned county in the history of the United 
States (eight massive wildfires in seven years have scorched 
over fifty percent of the county’s acreage), was named for 
the Lake.
Renowned for water sports including fishing, 
swimming, sailing, skiing, and motor-boating, Clear Lake 
- the largest freshwater lake in California named to the 
California List of Impaired Waterbodies - offers an equal 
number of water hazards.
In the 1940-50s, repeated applications of the persistent 
legacy pesticide dichlorodiphenyldichloroethane (DDD), 
a chemical cousin of DDT, to promote tourism by ridding 
the lake of the non-biting Clear Lake gnat, decimated 
Western Grebe flocks and inspired Rachel Carson’s seminal 
text Silent Spring. Later discoveries of DDD measured at 
different levels in lake biota - 5 milligrams in algae, 50-330 
milligrams in prey fish, and 2000-2500 milligrams in grebes 
and predatory fish - provided the first set of scientific data 
to demonstrate the newly coined term “bioaccumulation:” 
the aggregation of successively higher toxin concentrations 
in organisms occupying progressively higher levels in a 
food web.
Dichlorodiphenyldichloroethane remnants are 
merely one ingredient of Clear Lake’s 
poisonous aquatic stew. Naturally 
high levels of phosphorus in lake floor 
sediment, combined with runoff from 
unfettered agricultural development 
and uncontained sewage cause cultural 
eutrophication: human-induced algal 
blooms that suffocate water bodies 
overloaded with nitrogen and phosphorus. Every summer 
harmful algal blooms (HABs) - including toxin-producing 
cyanobacteria (CyanoHABs) - lead to periodic closures 
around the lake to recreational and cultural uses.
Short-term human health effects from CyanoHAB 
toxins are similar to those of DDD and include dizziness, 
numbness, gastrointestinal and liver harm, hemorrhaging 
and dermatitis. Long-term impacts include liver failure, 
tumors, and cardiac arrest. At the lowest cautionary levels 
for HABs, the public, including pets and livestock, is 
advised to avoid swimming or wading near lake algae or 
scum, to refrain from drinking lake water or using it for 
cooking or cleaning fish fillets, to avoid eating shellfish, and 
to safely dispose of fish guts.
After a series of toxic algal blooms in Clear Lake failed 
to inspire routine sampling by local public agencies, two 
tribal offices in the area, the environmental protection units 
of the Big Valley Band of Pomo Indians and the Elem Indian 
Colony, stepped up to lead water monitoring in the lake, 
prioritizing tule reed gathering sites, clamming sites, hook- 
and-reel fishing sites, and swimming and campground 
areas. Overwhelmed by the enormity and complexity of 
dangers impacting the lake, tribal staff scientists Sarah Ryan 
and Karola Kennedy founded the Clear Lake Cyanobacteria 
Task Force, an array of tribal, city, county, state, and federal 
agencies meeting to analyze lake nutrient, pollutant, and 
toxin levels, discuss ecotoxicology sampling results and 
associated field studies, and propose agency actions.
Now in its fifth year, the Task Force has set a model 
for related efforts throughout California, with follow-up 
from their meetings rippling through member agencies. 
Lake county government now includes water quality in
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their emergency response and hazard mitigation plans, and 
agencies are collaborating to develop more consistent and 
conservative guidelines for notifying users when public 
health thresholds are exceeded. Clear Lake water purveyors 
have purchased new water 
quality monitoring equipment 
as part of a California State 
Water Resources Control Board 
plan to heighten information 
sharing and networking among 
operators of the lake’s seventeen 
water plants. The California 
State Environmental Protection 
Agency is conducting research 
at Clear Lake to develop 
diagnostic testing kits for health 
professionals, and other agencies 
are planning public health 
impact surveys to determine 
cyanotoxin exposure routes.
Yet monitoring for toxins 
is more problematic than 
searching for the proverbial 
needle in a haystack, because the 
haystack is constantly shifting 
and changing, with countless 
types of needles, including 
needles we have yet to identify 
or name. Not every species of 
cyanobacteria produces toxins 
known as “microcystins” or 
“cyanoginosins.” Danger levels 
vary by cyanobacteria species, 
the science of differentiating 
cyanobacteria species is still 
murky, and microcystins can 
occur even in the absence of 
algal blooms. In other words, 
to detect toxins, scientists must 
define exactly what they are 
looking for, even if it is invisible 
or unknown. Through trial and 
error, Ryan and Kennedy’s teams 
have learned to perform specific 
water analyses for known toxins, 
with alarming results at “repeat 
offender” sites: summertime 
measurements at Clear Lake 
reached 16 ppm (parts per
million) for microcystins in 2014 and 10 ppm in 2015: 
thousandfold increases above the designated risk threshold 
of 20 ppb (parts per billion).
Signage at Clear Lake about the presence of microcystins 
is voluntary, and “people in positions of power are often 
violently opposed,” noted a local health official, referring to 
the fear of economic losses when signs go up and tourists 
avoid the lake. Yet after public outcry peaked in 2013 when 
a dog apparently died from cyanotoxin exposure after
Becoming | Aubrey Pongluelert
swimming in Clear Lake, the Lake County Environmental 
Health Division began posting warning signs in popular 
swimming zones when the surface waters were coated with
green slime and the death-like stench was impossible to 
ignore.
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Prairie Wetland | Zachary Goodwin
Limnotic zone: the main body of the lake; open waters 
where light does not penetrate to the bottom.
Ignorance breeds arrogance breeds theft. In 1855, riparian rights for Cache Creek, the primary waterway flowing 
from Clear Lake, were deeded to a neighboring county; 
over the next hundred years, almost two thousand wetland 
acres at the northern end of the lake were blocked off and 
reclaimed for agriculture, and nine streams flowing into the 
lake were tapped to irrigate wineries and marijuana grows. 
With each successive climate-change induced drought, lake 
levels drop to new historic lows.
Beginning in the 1870s, settlers and California 
wildlife agencies, untutored in Clear Lake’s native fish and 
discounting their importance to lake ecosystem balance, 
enthusiastically stocked the lake with eighteen species of 
non-native fish including carp, catfish, bluegill sunfish, 
brown bullhead, and black bass.3 With Clear Lake filled 
with predatory exotics, and streams that formerly sheltered 
migratory lake fish permanently diminished, boom and bust 
cycles in lake biology have pushed four species of culturally 
significant fish - species found nowhere else in the entire 
world - to extinction. A fifth endemic species, the Clear 
Lake hitch (Lavinia exilicauda chi), was listed as threatened 
in 2016 by the California Fish and Game Commission, the 
same agency that introduced the invasives in the first place.
Parallel to and congruent with the lake’s other ecocides, 
mercury remains from California Historical Landmark 
Number 428, the now-defunct Sulphur Bank Mercury Mine 
(1856-1957), turned Clear Lake into the most mercury- 
polluted lake in the world,4 leaving behind a Superfund site 
adjacent to the homesteads of the Elem Indian Colony, one 
of seven federally-recognized tribes remaining in the area.
Mercury in water bodies eventually becomes mercury 
poisoning in other bodies. Anaerobic bacteria living in lake 
bottom sediments convert mercury to methylmercury, a 
bioavailable form of mercury absorbed into living cells six 
times more easily than inorganic mercury. Like DDD/DDT, 
mercury biomagnifies throughout the food web: ingested 
by aquatic phytoplankton, mercury exponentially increases 
in fatty tissues each time one creature eats another: from 
phytoplankton to zooplankton to small fish to medium­
size fish to bigger fish to the oldest, largest carnivores: bass, 
catfish, hawks, bears, humans.
Fishers in the Bass Capital of the West” are warned 
about consuming their catch, because bass from Clear Lake 
is more toxic than ocean tuna. According to the California 
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment, bass 
is off the menu for women of childbearing age and kids, 
but catfish once a week is acceptable. For adults older than 
forty-five, suggested servings are one portion of bass a week 
and no more than three of other predatory fish.5 Most 
Clear Lake fishers choose catch-and-release.
Tribes that were once entirely self-sufficient, subsiding 
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on the lake’s bounties, are now subjected to multiple 
research studies investigating their meager consumption 
of Clear Lake species. And each year, before holding tule 
boat races in association with their annual tule festival, Big 
Valley tribe tests the waters.
Profundalor benthic zone: the deepest lake waters including 
the bottom sediment, the areas receiving the least amount 
of sunlight.
The only recognizable remnant of Bonopoti island is located down a poorly maintained side road parallel to
Lake County Road 20. Largely ignored and sundered from a 
lake whose current waters and geography would confound 
the Badonnopoti, a lumpy hillock bears an outdated plaque 
Doug, who dreamed the ceremony fifteen years ago, leads the 
walk to the site with a clapper stick, its delicate wooden rattle 
barely louder than the frogs sounding out from the marsh...
and a smattering of non-native grasses. The plaque, placed 
in 1942 by the oddly named “Native Sons of the Golden 
West,” and graffitied with splashes of red paint, describes 
the acts of May 15, 1850, as a “battle.” It is here that Ni’ka’s 
great-grandsons, Doug and Clayton Duncan, hold their 
annual Bloody Island Massacre Memorial ceremony.
The Memorial is held on a Saturday in late May, 
announced on Facebook, and open to anyone. Depending 
on who shows up, the ceremony includes traditional 
dancing and a sleepover the night before, a pre-dawn walk 
with singing, or a potluck breakfast catered by a motorcycle 
gang. Doug, who dreamed the ceremony fifteen years ago, 
leads the walk to the site with a clapper stick, its delicate 
wooden rattle barely louder than frogs sounding out from 
the marsh, a quiet insistence shaming snarling dogs shaking 
nearby fences, echoing across pitted asphalt to surround 
the plaque on the rock, the call-it-a-battle-not-a-massacre 
plaque.
Clayton, in his current stage of living with cancer, 
stands next to his brother on the rock, welcomes everyone, 
and recounts a bit of Badonnopoti and rancheria history. 
He speaks of his great-grandmothers habit of going outside 
every morning and every evening, raising her palms up 
into the air “like she was holding the Creator’s cheeks” 
and praying; how his mother invoked his grandmother as 
inspiration for why Clayton needed to put aside his anger 
and desire for revenge, to choose forgiveness instead of 
bitterness.
As the sun rises behind the Duncans, other people 
speak up, sing, or read poems. An elder from another 
tribe describes Native ancestors lying in cardboard boxes 
and locked up in museums, burial grounds paved over by 
shopping malls and swimming pools, three hundred and 
eighty-nine broken treaties. He exhorts us to work together 
to protect sacred sites.
Ten minute’s walk from the Bonopoti hillock lies 
California Historical 
Landmark Number 
427, just beyond the 
town of Upper Lake, 
along the county 
highway between 
the Running Creek
and Robinson Rancheria casinos. The plaque, installed in 
2005 by the California Department of Parks and Recreation 
and Department of Transportation in cooperation with the 
Lucy Moore Foundation, briefly summarizes the Bloody 
Island massacre of “nearly the entire native population of 
the island” in less than a hundred words.
It took a century and a half to acknowledge the 
genocide; sixty-three years to spell m-a-s-s-a-c-r-e instead 
of b-a-t-t-l-e. But the original 1942 plaque on the hillock 
remains firmly in place, and Kelsey and Stone have 
their own monument on the opposite side of the lake, 
California Historical Marker Number 426. The marker, 
acknowledging the house was “constructed by forced 
Indian labor, causing much resentment and culminating in 
murder,” memorializes the decedents’ graves beneath the 
ruins of their adobe home; ruins located alongside Kelsey 
creek, just outside of the town of Kelseyville.
Each year, some kind soul launches a petition to change 
the town’s name.
None of the efforts have been successful.
Yet. cw'
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CyreeK Consumers OONAGH DOHERTY
I used to try, squeeze a little life 
from the margins 
after dawn, before night.
I’d sit at Barret Street Marsh: 
arrowhead-wapato, cat-tail 
red wing blackbird shiiireeeee.
By morning light I knew 
how sumac differs from walnut, 
ate shriveled fox grape.
I always found traces of my strange brother 
his lost shirt
an empty fifth of vodka in a crumpled bag.
After work, I’d take the wrong exit, 
head to the railway bridge 
where girders beaded wet.
Sun poured through.
I’d look down at the river
see dropped in mud his drained gin bottle.
I always thought my twin 
would read like me.
She’d know Cerulean from Prussian blue.
We finally met at the food co-op;
she drove a silver hybrid with political bumper 
stickers.
I smiled. She stole my parking spot.
Later I passed a fisherman 
selling used poles by a trailer park.
For me he chose the best, 
threw in some size six hooks, 
taught me how to cast.
While we practiced a truck pulled in, 
three good old boys in front 
one pulling from a bag-wrapped bottle.
Tfej; how ya doin
Know where we could find 
fiddleheads by the river?
Biscuit Cafe, Watkins, CO | Jeffrey- Hersch
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NONFICTION | SHANE RANDLE
And so we risk everything trying to touch the ineffable by touching each other.
- Terry Tempest Williains
I spent a month and a half climbing in the desert Southwest and I can’t remember the names of the climbs themselves. 
Each night, I wrote about them in my journal and always had 
to ask for a reminder of their names. What I did remember 
then—and still now—were the movements my body made, 
the ways my fingers folded upon themselves and my toes 
leapt between pointed and curled. Remember the upward 
dancing. Remember in flashes: the way a single frame of a 
climb looked, sometimes even how it felt looking up at it 
before starting. I remember exactly where the cactus was 
which pricked the ring finger of my left hand as I moved, 
arm outstretched, to grab a hold of sharp limestone-and- 
needles. I remember touching wet sandstone for the first 
time, and the piercing look of disappointed understanding 
in my partners eyes when I insisted that we shouldn’t 
continue up through dribbles of eroding rock.
Home to many climbers during the winter months, 
the Red Rock Campground is located in a large, flat bowl 
among the gray-brown desert hills spotted with mesquite 
and cactus. At night, up over one ridge, the glaring lights 
of Las Vegas light up the sky, obscuring the stars. Up over 
the other ridge, the tops of red and white sandstone hills 
are barely visible, the colors saturated from recurring rain. 
On morning, I wandered alone in the campground, unable 
to climb those wet sandstone cliffs. I walked until I found a 
kindred spirit: a tall, lean, amber-haired man sipping coffee 
by himself. I waved. He smiled back. Daniel was the first 
new friend I collected on that trip. The first of many loves. 
That night, I met his friends and the five of us grew close 
around the campfire. The following morning, we climbed 
sharp limestone cliffs made sharper by the cacti hiding on 
their ledges. We spent only one full day together before 
Juniper showed up.
The last time I saw Juniper was two months prior. The 
last time I saw Juniper I broke down and had to go home. 
But when Juniper arrived we fell right back in step as if that 
last time hadn’t happened. He moved into my tent—a calm, 
basic question: may I? A simpler, yet not easy answer: yes. 
A smile, a quick hug, an introduction to everyone else, and 
we were set. We all fell into step, cooking and drinking, 
climbing and laughing.
That was the beginning of something.
The night Juniper and I left Red Rocks we decided to sleep in the tent. It gave us more room—more space 
apart—than the back of his car. It was cold and late and the 
sky was dark and shrouded in a thick layer of clouds. We 
were up Lovell Canyon—the shortest distance I’d ever gone 
to camp up that road. We found a large pull-out with deep 
truck-wheel ruts carved into the muck and old shotgun 
shells starting to rust by the fire ring. I only noticed getting 
out of the car as I tripped over these leftovers of previous 
campers.
I set up the tent while he boiled water by headlamp­
light. We ate quickly, shoveling food into our mouths 
with the eagerness of late nights and the promise of warm 
sleeping bags. I washed the dishes with icicle fingers and 
cold water. Scrub, swirl, rinse, lose feeling, forget.
Soon we were cradled in down, pads laid parallel on 
the tent-floor. Long-ago lovers divided. Soon-to-be lovers 
fighting to keep distance. We each turned on our sides 
facing away from each other. Breathing with the same 
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steady rhythm, as if whispering nothings in a language only 
we could understand. Finally falling asleep, alone, beside 
the one we loved.
In the morning, our bodies were touching, protected 
by two layers of sleeping bag, in an unconscious effort to 
ward off the cold. The tent roof sagged under new snow. 
The morning light creeping in through the tent-fabric was 
dampened by falling flakes. Don’t want to get out to pee. 
Then race: pack up camp quick, load the car, turn on the 
heat to fight the frosted car windows and the aching in our 
hearts.
It was in Death Valley when we lost it. Or found it. We had decided, on recommendation, to enter the valley 
through Titus canyon: a long, 
steep road which found its 
rugged winding way through 
picturesque rock formations, 
towering canyon walls, and 
colors which shone even 
through the snowstorm 
whiteout. We stopped for 
lunch at the ghost town of 
Leadfield. The clouds were 
still low, but we’d descended 
enough that the snow had 
turned to drizzle. Dotting 
the hillside were deserted 
wooden buildings with pieces 
missing from the walls. But it 
was clear from the footprints 
that all were well-explored by 
crowds filling the place during 
less foreboding weather.
The building we cooked 
in was empty, with wooden 
boards split open along their 
seams, windows and doors 
lacking, holes in the roof, 
and the rain turning the sand 
floor to mud. Our bright blue 
tarp clashed with the earth-tones around us, so did my pale 
blue raincoat. Juniper’s black faded right in. We boiled tea­
water and then carrots to mix with our plastic package of 
lentils. Then ate in silence under a red woolen blanket, in 
parallel camping chairs, staring out through the pane-less 
window at the lashing rain.
Stomachs full, we returned to a familiar pattern: reading 
aloud. This trip it was from David Whytes Consolations, a 
collection of meditations on everyday words. Vulnerability. 
Courage. Friendship. It was my turn—I chose Joy. I was here 
and you were here and together we made a world. I re-read 
that last line, voice quiet. After a long moment of staring 
at the page, I slowly brought my eyes up to meet his. He 
was looking at me, head slightly tilted, with an expression I 
immediately recognized: “Can I kiss you?”
“Okay.”
hen I remember our time in Joshua Tree, I think of 
the blurring-together stillness of mornings in the
desert. Waking up when the tent got too hot: first, body 
sweating inside the sleeping bag, then body squirming even 
after the sleeping bag was hastily thrown off. Once outside 
in the somehow chilly air, scrambling barefoot up over 
rocks to a spot. Not just any spot: one that felt right for the 
day, the mood. A different one each morning. Open your 
eyes; look out at the never-ending landscape of boulders 
and proud Joshua Trees, cactus and sand. I learned from 
the locals how to take it slow, 
do whatever my body and 
mind told me: stretch, dance, 
sing for as long as I desired. 
Eventually, everyone came 
back together for breakfast: 
Juniper and I, Daniel, Jake, 
Kas, Camden, Radek—a
collection of people and color 
and flavor. Then once again 
we separated, this time in 
twos, threes, or larger groups 
to complete the strongest 
bodily call for the day: to 
climb.
The days became 
indistinct. Each day a new 
climb, a new place. Yet the 
same familiar boulders: 
squat orbs of granite littering 
the desert ground, piles of 
teetering stones forming pale 
mountains. Among them, the 
prickly pear, barrel cactus, 
and cholla that kept attacking 
my legs. My thighs during
Fir Cone | Daniel Combs those week$ were constantly 
covered in slight red bumps. Itching, itching, itching even 
after I’d inspected and washed my pants and dress over and 
over to remove the spines. But it didn’t matter. I consistently 
felt the graininess of sand and gravel and granite slabs under 
the soles of my feet. My cheeks spoke of the fight between 
the chill in the air and the sun overhead, windswept and 
pink and excited. And my hands, with skin torn and calluses 
formed, were my most prized possession. Something about 
that place made me fall in love with everyone I met. I knew 
they felt it, too.
By then, love was moving in circles. Spiraling. Created, 
gathered, lost, and found. Making more sense when it 
wasn’t spoken about.
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One of the last climbs we attempted that trip was Dark Shadows. We were back in Red Rocks, back to wet 
sandstone. But it seemed dry, so we hiked to the base of the 
climb. It was nestled in a narrow section of canyon defined 
by a stream rolling over boulders, accented by scraggly 
pines and prickly oak bushes. To get on the climb, we leapt 
over a stream and grabbed the wall, hoping to land on good 
holds. The rest was smooth climbing.
I climbed up to Juniper and studied the wall above us. 
A wet, dripping streak followed the rock where our route 
led. He noticed my face, immediately promising that it 
didn’t look that bad, it wasn’t really that wet, we’d be fine... 
I stared at him. No. I knew he didn’t want to back down, 
but wet sandstone is fragile. It crumbles under bodyweight, 
making dangerous climbing. I was not continuing up the 
wall. Juniper was quiet, gruff, upset. I needed to get down. 
Now. I needed to get back to safety and to solitude, to escape 
from the enclosure that Juniper’s presence was becoming.
As soon as we were back on the ground, I ran up- 
canyon, scrambling over rocks and squeezing between trees 
and jumping over pools of water. Up and up and up my 
feet hit until, out of breath, I paused and looked around. 
I was in a narrow section of canyon, candy-cane striped 
sandstone rising above me to my left and right, protected 
by thin plates of black patina, weathered scales of oxidized 
stone. Where I stopped, the view farther up the canyon 
was shrouded by spiny oaks, desert shrubs grown tall by 
the presence of water. I laid out on a rock, my toes barely 
separated from the laughing creek, all four limbs stretching 
out as far as they could reach, covering the sloughing 
sandstone beneath. Back in my mind, among the bushes 
and under the desert sun, I calmed down.
We said goodbye in a Las Vegas hostel. I said goodbye to living without time and real responsibilities. 
Goodbye to cacti and sand, to talking to myself aloud, 
to slow mornings, to listening to my body’s every word. 
Goodbye to ignoring technology, to not checking my 
phone, to removing many of the distractions which keep 
me out of the present moment. Goodbye to immediately 
being friends with the strangers I meet. Goodbye to another 
chapter with Juniper. Only because of the last one did I cry. 
Now I cry for the rest of it.
I can’t remember the names of the climbs, but I 
remember their physicality. I remember the emotions that 
followed: anxiety and pain, excitement and joy, triumph, 
love. I remember being barefoot and wide-eyed and 
feeling as if this was really the way to live: wild with a 
touch of direction. Running, running, running towards 
something.
Lost at Sea CATHERINE YOUNG
Post Burn | Kyle Bradford
Landmarks can vanish in the dark, 
bearings lost by night or day 
where the heart searches. No moss 
can guide the way home 
to the north country when snow melts 
before it begins. Change is the given; 
an endless spinning, and no one 
gets to stay for long. Whatever seed-created 
crystals, 
whatever icy sky flashed 
water to snow’s lattice-work, the frozen time is 
gone.
We struggle to hold 
ourselves responsible for glacial melt 
and sea rise, our mountaintop removals 
of Carboniferous realms not connected 
to this surprise:
when fossils
are resurrected and fuel a climate shift, 
and no ark arrives.
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Human I Katie Biando
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KAT HEATHERINGTON
i can already tell that in a post-oil world,
i will dream of driving, 
the smooth response of the car 
beneath my hands, shift of gears, 
steady thrum of engine noise, 
swift travel, safe enough, powerful, that sense 
of ease, and independence, freedom, 
today the sky is orange 
where it isn’t hazy grey, 
lit by the worst fire in local history, 
a far-off forest burning, 
ash on the patio table, 
ash in our eyes and hair.
it’s a mad-max sky above a world 
in which the obvious things 
have not yet changed, 
but important, not-obvious things 
are wholly transformed, 
a fire we cannot put out. 
worst tornado season in history, 
far away volcanoes, dramatic, cinematic destruction, 
earthquakes, hurricanes, flooding, drought.
we batten the hatches, plan 
how to wait out a storm we may not survive, 
a storm that may never end.
and every day we rise and drive to work 
as if none of this were real, 
under a sky gone tangerine 
so thick it ate the sun.
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www.MissoulaWritingCollaborative.org
GREAT RIVERS INSPIRE GREAT ART
CLARK FORK
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Montana Natural History Center
Connecting People with Nature
Offering nature education programs for people of all 
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